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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
India’s telecom industry has gone through many transformations. It is astonishing that just 20 years back we
used to have long queues to get a telephone connection. India pioneered the minute factory model in Voice
that dramatically lowered the cost of ownership of mobile phones that in turn led to an exponential growth in
mobile phone subscribers. If this transformation was led by Voice, over the last 5 years we have seen another
transformation that was led by Data. Thanks to low data costs, the explosion of smartphones, and the launch
of low-cost LTE feature phones, we today have over 500 million LTE connections in the country.
Even as one takes pride in this phenomenal expansion of reach, it is hard to ignore the fact that even today our
broadband experience is not at par with the best in the world. India does not even rank in the top 50 countries
when it comes to the quality of data experience (source: 5GMARK). Today, all other BRICS countries rank
above India when it comes to network speeds.
Providing high-quality data connectivity has never been more important than today. Even as Covid-19
has ravaged many parts of our economy, a large part of the high skilled services economy continued
undisrupted, all thanks to the connectivity available today. People quickly adapted to working from home,
so much so that many companies have declared that a large part of their workforce may work from home
permanently in the future.
In addition to the transformation of the workplace, digital is transforming many businesses. Whether it is the
local Kirana shop, which now wants to be present online or a factory using robots, connectivity is playing an
integral role in every business activity. Technologies such as 5G, Wi-Fi 6, and IoT will accelerate this journey.
It is estimated that there will be 46 billion connected devices in the world by 2025#. Many of these devices
will have critical quality of experience requirement. For example, let’s take digital TV, which is already a reality
today. For digital TV to support broadcast channels, the latency must be much lower than what is today:
one cannot imagine switching channels and waiting for 4 secs for the new channel to load! Similarly use
cases such as factory automation or mission-critical robotic healthcare will need highly low latency networks.
Technologies such as network slicing will allow telecom operators to provide SLAs specific to use cases.
Unlike today’s networks that are designed to provide best-effort quality of experience to all its customers, the
networks of the future are likely to be an amalgamation of thousands of slices, each serving a different use
case, which requires a different quality of experience.
Delivering such a high-quality experience would need not just the telecom operators to expand infrastructure
but many other stakeholders to play a part. Cloud provides and content delivery networks must expand their
footprints across the country to ensure low latency in the geographies where the application is accessed.
Edge compute and caching infrastructure need to penetrate the country beyond metros. Application owners
need to architect their apps to become more network-aware and make dynamic decisions on optimizing their
interfaces and federating compute to ensure lower latencies.
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India has done well to dramatically increase the reach of connectivity to its citizens. As we look forward, we
must now aim to be amongst the top 10 countries that are leveraging new technologies to deliver a superior
connected experience to its citizens. When it comes to delivering high-quality data connectivity across the
country, India must not only catchup but leapfrog many other nations over the next 5 years. To do this, India
must set itself realistic targets on the quality of connectivity.
Traditionally, quality of connectivity has been measured using a simple quality of service (QoS) measure
called network speed (or downlink throughput). However, every use case has a different QoS requirement. For
example, our study shows that even within Video, a VoD streaming requires high initial peak throughput for
filling up the initial buffer but subsequently the requirement to refill video buffers drops dramatically. However,
for video conferencing, the consistency of network speeds is more critical than peak network speed. Secondly,
India as a country has a unique situation because data access happens predominantly through the mobile
network. Given the high population density, high per capita data consumption, and low per capita spectrum
availability focusing on simple measures, like network speed will require levels of infrastructure spending that
may be unrealistic for India. Thus, we must look at much smarter measures of quality of connectivity. Our study
shows that every use case has a minimum operating threshold (MoT) for various QoS KPIs. For example, to
deliver a world-class video experience, the network needs to deliver network speeds of 14 Mbps which is
something imminently achievable rather than chasing speeds of 50 Mbps that just shows us as one of the top
countries in a network speed ranking and will drive us down the path of wasteful infrastructure investments.
Additionally, focusing on end to end-user experience metrics by use case rather than last-mile network speeds
incentivises stakeholders such as cloud providers, content delivery networks, and application owners to also
contribute to improving the quality of connected experience across the country.
This compendium of research done by MOZARK examines the concept of end-user quality of experience
measurement in detail and how networks, CDNs, and application owners need to come together to deliver a
superior connected experience. Following are the three topics we cover:

1. State of video experience in India: Details of how video apps perform across different networks
in the country. It also provides examples of actions that networks, CDNs, and apps can take to
improve the quality of video streaming experience in the country.
2. State of network experience in India: Introduction of the concept of Minimum Operating
Threshold (MoT) for QoS parameters such as network speed. The research shows that every
use case does have an MoT and it is important to understand this to design networks that fit the
purpose of the use case.
3. State of conferencing experience in India: Covers in-depth how video conferencing apps
perform across different networks in the country. It establishes the need for such players to set
up local infrastructure in the country to provide the right experience and network designers to
understand application behaviour in detail so that they can design networks for a particular
use case.
#: https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45213219#:~:text=%2C%20June%2018%2C%202019%20%E2%80%93%20
The%20number%20of,generating%2079.4%20zettabytes%20%28ZB%29%20of%20data%20in%202025
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Introduction
Video OTTs have seen a dramatic increase in their viewership during the lockdown.
However, is this trend likely to be permanent? Are we witnessing the start of digital
TV replacing satellite TV completely?
For such a shift to be permanent, the user experience delivered through OTT video
platforms has to match that of satellite TV. For this, OTT apps have to become
“Responsive” (imagine switching videos with the same ease as switching channels!),
and their “Streaming” experience has to be seamless (buffering is an unknown
concept in the satellite broadcasting world!).
To understand this better, we at MOZARK, have been continuously monitoring the
user experience on leading video OTT platforms in India. Our measurements on
smartphones connected to real networks distributed across 20+ cities in India. More
than 21,000 samples were collected and analyzed for this study.

Methodology
Application Quality Index (AQI) is our proprietary measure of user experience. AQI
is a function of “Responsiveness” and “Streaming” indices. Many factors determine
the Responsiveness and Streaming index of an app (see figure 1). However, for
this study, we have taken Responsiveness as a function of Home page load time
and Streaming index as a function of Play Start Time, Re-buffering rate, and # of
buffering instances.
All these metrics were measured through our industry-first Connected Experience
platform that uses completely non-intrusive methods to measure the user experience.
Tests were performed on low-end and high-end smartphones connected to real telco
networks (Airtel, Jio, and Vodafone/Idea). Our ML platform analyzes automation,
OS, and network logs, along with video stream analysis to derive these KPIs and
maintain an accuracy of <50ms!
For this study, we measured the user experience of 10 OTTs.
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Figure 1 – Illustration only, additional factors may exist

Insights
While several app-specific experience optimizations are possible, we focus on a few industry-wide trends that
we observed as part of this study.

#1: OTTs are making a trade-off rather than optimizing both Responsiveness and Streaming
Getting a consistent experience across the Responsiveness of the app and the Streaming performance is
hard. In our analysis, the only OTTs that came close to achieving this were OTT3, OTT1, OTT2 and OTT4.
Responsiveness is a function of several factors such as performance of the app backend, optimization
of images, and efficiency of personalization APIs/algorithms. On the other hand, Streaming requires burst
performance where a large amount of data needs to be downloaded in a short period. Here is where CDNs
come into play. Using the most effective CDN, depending on the geographical distribution of the customer
base is vital. A CDN that performs well in one geography may not necessarily give the same performance in
another. Even within the country, we have seen vast differences in the performance of a CDN between various
regions, as explained later in this whitepaper.

8
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Figure 2 – Responsiveness vs Streaming Experience across OTTs

#2: OTTs with greater control over 3rd party infrastructure perform better
For every 100MB of data that is sent by a typical video app, only 10MB is exchanged with its own backend.
Rest is transferred with various 3rd party infrastructures such as CDNs, online video platform SDKs, marketing
and customer analytics cloud, APM cloud, etc. Understanding the impact that such 3rd party integrations have
on end-user customer journey performance is very critical.
Based on our assessment of the various apps, we find four typical 3rd party integrations as follows:
1. Ad Networks
2. Marketing & Customer Analytics cloud
3. Online video platform cloud
4. Application performance management cloud
We analyzed the overall latency of each of these integrations. Here, the overall latency is defined as the sum
of TCP Handshake time and TLS Handshake time.
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Across all the above categories, we found vast latency variations across the board. Such high latency
variations would have a material impact on the performance of the app. Latencies can be vastly improved
by apps transitioning to server-side integrations rather than client-side integrations. By using server-side
integrations, apps can setup dedicated WAN connections to the respective 3rd party clouds. By doing so, the
communication between the client and server are limited to the app backend and the CDN.

Figure 3 – Advertising SDKs (Avg Latency 1.45 secs)
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Figure 4 – Analytics SDKs (Avg Latency 1.69 secs)

Figure 5 – App Performance (Avg Latency 2.33 secs)
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Figure 6 – OVP (Avg Latency 1.37 secs)

#3: Choosing CDN wisely is the most crucial decision that any video OTT must make
More than 60% of any video OTT’s traffic is delivered via Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). Thus, more
than the last mile telecom network performance, the distribution, and performance of the CDN have a more
significant impact on the app performance.
More than cost, several technical considerations must go into choosing the CDN provider, few of which are
the following:
•

Geographical distribution of the pops across the country

•

Network connectivity deployed at these pops

•

Peak throughput that can be delivered from the pops

•

Caching capacity of the pops

In the OTTs that we observed, Akamai, Cloudfront, Jio, and Peer5 were the CDNs that were used. We analyzed
the latency variations of these CDNs based on our tests. Cloudfront showed the maximum variance in
performance across all the tests we performed, while Akamai was the most stable.
In terms of regional performance, too, we found all 3 CDNs to be quite weak in the East, indicating that
substantial investments need to be made in expanding the CDN infrastructure across our East.
Many OTTs now are also looking at multi-CDN architecture, in order to avoid lock-in with one partner and
also leverage the performance variations across CDNs to choose dynamically from where to deliver content
from. OTTs are integrating real-time CDN performance intelligence with their load balancers to make such
decisions on the fly.
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Figure 7 – CDN (Avg Latency 1.19 secs)

Figure 8 – CDN (Avg Data Exchange Rate)
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Figure 9 – CDN (Avg TCP+TLS setup latency)

*Not enough samples in some zones

#4: App architectures need to take into account the variations in network latencies
Countries that have not invested in vast fiber networks typically have higher latencies. Countries with poor
infrastructure also see massive fiber cuts leading to congestion on the more stable routes. Lack of fiber
infrastructure means latencies, even with 4G, will never match that of the more advanced counterparts. Even
within the developed markets, there could be large variations across regions.
Thus, when developing content apps, the architecture need to be designed to take into account higher
latencies. Limiting network calls back and forth between the client and the server is critical. Chatty networking
calls can result in very high overheads, thus slowing down the app overall. Minimizing protocol overheads and
maximizing time spent on payload transfer is vital, as shown in the comparison of a network waterfall chart
between two leading OTT apps in India. To achieve an optimal network overhead by apps, they need to define
their API architecture carefully to ensure that multiple requests are server with one connection establishment.

14
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ESNIs

High degree of chattiness (repeated
connections to same server) observed
for both 1st party and 3rd party backend
servers

Figure 10 – OTT9 Network call flow during active test (with VoD video played)
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ESNIs
Chattiness lesser. Generally, once server connection is
established, it is maintained throughout the test session
Figure 11 – OTT4 Network call flow during active test (with VoD video played)

Conclusion
•

OTT platforms like OTT3 and OTT1 have invested heavily in not only creating content but also laying
out their own infrastructure like international fiber networks and CDNs.

•

Smaller OTTs, however may not be able to make the same levels of investment in technology as
majority of their investments must go into content creation and may integrate with 3rd parties.

•

Although not a challenge, ensuring that OTTs deploy monitoring mechanisms to keep a tab on the
performance of 3rd parties and be able to enforce strict SLAs as part of their contracts is crucial.

•

Thus, the first step in becoming a world class app is to start measuring user experience. After all what
is not measured cannot be improved!
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STAT E O F
NE TWO R K
EX PE R I E N C E
IN INDIA

Introduction
The telecom market in India is brutally competitive. Several operators including global ones have failed to
realize their Indian dreams. As the market has consolidated, we are seeing tariffs increase. The battle between
operators has shifted from price to brand and customer experience.
The most important factor in driving brand perception and delivering a good customer experience for a telecom
operator is its network experience. Network experience is often reduced to a discussion around downlink
throughput or what in laymen terms is referred to as network speed.
However, is network throughput or speed the ideal way to measure the experience on a network? As networks
evolve to 5G, we believe network experience must be measured for the use cases that the network supports.
Future networks will have multiple slices each purpose built for a specific use case and delivering SLAs
relevant to that particulate use case. Thus, it will not matter whether a network slice delivers 5Mbps or 50Mbps,
but the question will be if it is delivering the speeds necessary to support use case specific SLAs.
We had earlier launched our first of the series of our analysis[1] of the state of video experience in India.
This paper is a continuation of that series, however, here, our focus is on understanding whether our mobile
networks today can support the quality needed to deliver the ideal video streaming experience. We articulate,
this for a video streaming use case. Based on an in-depth analysis of more than hundreds of thousands of
samples we show why network speed beyond a point does not make any difference to the actual experience.
Instead, we believe network operators must decide what use cases do they want their network to perform the
best and assess if they are providing the right experience for that use case (e.g. video, gaming, TV, IoT). Given
that today >60% of a mobile operator’s traffic is video, this study provides a good understanding of the state
of network experience in India today.
[1] Reference – “State of Video Streaming Experience in India” by MOZARK. The study compares performance across Top 10 OTT Apps in India
and provides insights on best practices. For more information, visit: https://mozark.ai/resources
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Methodology
The MOZARK platform is an integrated testing platform for applications and networks. We use synthetic
monitoring and crowdsourcing to maximize the number of data points gathered to perform our analysis. The
uniqueness of our methodology is that we measure the actual app experience without any SDK integrations
or code changes whatsoever. We do this by running AI-enabled bots on hundreds of smartphones distributed
across India performing actions just as any other user would. While the actions are performed by the bot, we
collect a host of logs from the device including OS, bot automation, and network logs to measure various metrics.
Our proprietary metric to measure application experience is the Application Quality Index (AQI), which is a
combination of several metrics that reflect real user experience (e.g. app open, page open, video start). In this
study, however, we have limited our assessment to the following two KPIs:
1.

Play start time: This KPI measures the time it takes for a video to start once the user clicks on a thumbnail

2. Video Rebuffering Rate: Every test plays a 60s video. This KPI is a measure of the % of time spent
buffering compared to the length of the video(60s)
Before the bot runs an application measurement, it also performs a network check using our own 5GMARK[2]
network testing tool. The test thus benchmarks the underlying network condition before the application test
begins. Our analysis was performed by correlating the status of the network thus gathered and the application
experience. For this paper, we studied the performance of six OTTs on three mobile operators.
[2] 5GMARK is a network experience testing tool developed by MOZARK. It’s an easy to use app that test not only speeds, but also video streaming
and browsing experience. For more information, visit: https://5gmark.com

Insights
#1: There are diminishing returns in focusing on network speed alone to improve video
streaming experience
How quickly a video loads once the user clicks on a thumbnail and whether it plays seamlessly without buffering
are the most important aspects of video streaming experience. We analyzed how these two KPIs vary based
on the underlying network speeds.
We found Play Start Time (PST) to be most sensitive when network speeds were below 5 Mbps. As you can see
in Figure 12 below, the rate of deterioration in PST KPI as network speeds fall below 5 Mbps was quite steep.
However, once the network speeds go beyond 5 Mbps the incremental improvement in PST was quite flat.
Between 5 and 30 Mbps, the PST times increase only by around ~2s which while does have a material impact
on user experience is not as steep as increases of 4s seen when network speeds dropped below 5Mbps.
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Research[3] shows that a PST of under 4s is what users prefer. Our analysis shows that about 14 Mbps is what
networks need to deliver this level of PST. This trend was similar across operators.
Similarly, a study[4] on customer perception of rebuffering showed that when rebuffering rate increases beyond
4%, it starts to have a material impact on the user’s perception. Thus, delivering a video rebuffering rate of
below 4% is critical. Interestingly, our analysis in Figure 13 shows that as speeds go beyond 14 Mbps the
rebuffering rate too drops below 4%.
There were variations across operators as shown in Figure 14 and 15, in terms of the MOT which is a function
of video optimization performed at the Core and transport architecture. Operator 1 for example was able
to deliver a better PST and Video Rebuffering rate at the same network speeds as compared to the other
operators, especially when the speeds were low. Operator 2 was only marginally better than Operator 3. This
goes to show that investments must be made beyond the radio network, on building a strong backhaul, content
delivery core and better peering partnerships with OTTs.
Thus, we believe there is a Minimum Operating Threshold (MOT) that operators must aim to deliver for delivering
the right user experience. MOT would vary across use cases but for video, this is 14 Mbps for DL network speed.
[3] Reference – “Video Streaming Quality Impacts Viewer Behavior: Inferring Causality Using Quasi-Experimental Designs” by S. Shunmuga
Krishnan (Akamai technologies) and Ramesh K. Sitaraman (University of Amherst & Akamai Technologies)
[4] Reference – “The Pillars of Video Performance: Buffer Ratio” by NPAW (Nice PeopleAtWork)

Gradient = -0.594

Gradient = -0.032
Gradient = -0.031

MOT* ~ 14Mbps

Figure 12 – Variation of Play Start Time (s) with Network Speed (Mbps)

*MOT = Minimum Operating Threshold (minimum speed necessary to deliver PST/Re-buffering rate
necessary for quality video experience for end user)
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MOT* ~ 14Mbps

Figure 13 – Variation of Re-buffering ratio (%) with Network Speed (Mbps)

Figure 14 – Variation of Play Start Time (s) with Network Speed (Mbps) (Across Operators)
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Figure 15 – Variation of Re-buffering ratio (%) with Network Speed (Mbps) (Across Operators)

#2: Close collaboration between Operators and Apps is critical for end user experience
We also analyzed the PST variations across apps for the same network speeds as shown in Figure 16. We
found significant variances between apps in terms of the PST delivered for a given network speed. App
1 and App 3 for example, perform extremely well even under poor network conditions. App 2 deteriorates
in PST performance under poor network conditions but as soon as speeds get to 10Mbps it dramatically
improved in performance to match that of App 1. Very similar trends were observed for rebuffering rates too as
shown in Figure 17. The data thus clearly shows that there are actions that apps too can take to improve their
performance for the same network conditions. These include investments in a robust content delivery network,
streamlined application architecture, and putting in place thorough testing & debugging mechanism within
their organization around application experience.
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Figure 16 – Variation of Play Start Time (s) with Network Speed (Mbps) (Across Video Apps)

Figure 17 – Variation of Re-buffering ratio (%) with Network Speed (Mbps) (Across Video Apps)
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#3: There is a long way to go before India can deliver the MOT network speeds for ideal video
experience
We also analyzed the network performance data collected by 5GMARK of the top 3 operators in India over
the last 6 months as shown in Figure 18. The network performance clearly saw a dip during the lockdown
period due to increased traffic and operational hindrances on the field. However, the performance showed an
improvement trend and is very close to being back to pre-Covid levels.
Despite the improvements, we still lack the ideal network performance necessary to deliver seamless video
experience across the country. The number of samples that were above 14Mbps hardly touched 20% across
the country. Operators need to continue investing in expanding their site footprint, spectrum, fiber to deliver a
consistent 14Mbps network speed so that Indian users can enjoy an ideal video streaming experience.

Figure 18 – Monthly trend of Speed tests above MOT*

Conclusion
Network operators and regulators must understand the Minimum Operating Threshold (MOT) for each use
case just like the analysis we have done for video in this study. Network planners need to think about what use
cases they want their networks to support and start designing their networks to deliver the MOT required for
that use case. This in fact will become a key design factor with 5G as every use case will have a designated
SLA. Quality of service measurements need to become more sophisticated to not just be focused on quantity
of data points of metrics that are easy to measure (e.g. network speed) but focus on measuring the end user
experience. The time has come for network operators and regulators to focus on the metrics that matter rather
than those that are just easy to measure!
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STAT E O F
CO N F E R E N C I N G
EX PE R I E N C E
IN INDIA

Introduction
Since mid-March 2020, with the rapid spread of Covid-19 pandemic, work from home with remote collaboration
has been widely accepted as the new way of working in almost every large enterprise. This is evident from
the surge in usage of video calling and conferencing tools. But are these trends permanent or temporary blips
before we start returning to our offices? Many of the industry leaders think that work from home is here to stay.
This also means dramatic shift in priorities and budgetary allocation for the CIOs. Primary research suggest
50-60% increase in spends on Collaboration platforms by CIOs to support remote working for 70% to 100%
of staff in a post pandemic world. Since CIOs have no control on the network (employees are geographically
distributed, operating in different network conditions), it is imperative to monitor the quality of SaaS products as
experienced by the employees. The quantification of user experience, along with security evaluation, should
play important consideration for selecting the right cloud collaboration platform for the CIOs.
Moreover, video tools are also becoming prevalent in healthcare and education. It is important for these
industries to know what stops them from having a good video conferencing experience during the remote
treatment of patients or while imparting online classes.
However, Telcos should also understand both the behaviour and the minimum operating threshold required for
the use cases, and support the quality needed to deliver the ideal conferencing experience.
To understand these better we at MOZARK have been monitoring the performance of various conferencing
apps on smartphones, across 20+ cities in India.
[5] Surge in video conferencing tools - https://in.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-software/demand-for-video-calling-continues-to-surgemicrosoft-and-others-say-idINKCN21R20P
[6] WFH future - https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2020/05/24/the-work-from-home-revolution-is-quickly-gaining-momentum/#138e34011848
[7] Spending trends for VC Apps - https://www.cio.com/article/3538289/how-covid-19-is-changing-it-spending-priorities-for-cios-in-india.html
[8] Rise of VC apps in healthcare and education - https://health.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/health-it/covid-19-lockdown-2-0telemedicine-in-india-to-see-continued-growth/75172147, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/coronavirus-education-global-covid19online-digital-learning/
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Methodology
Application Quality Index (AQI) is our proprietary measure of user experience. AQI is a function of
“Responsiveness” and “Conferencing” experience indices. Many factors determine the Responsiveness and
Conferencing experience index of an app (see figure 1). However, for this study, we have taken Responsiveness
as a function of Time to Launch App and Time to Join Meeting. Conferencing experience was quantified by
no-reference video quality parameters like Video Bitrate index, Blur index, Sharpness index, Blockiness index,
Freeze time index, Freeze event index

AQI
Responsiveness Exp.

Conference Exp. - Video Conference Exp. - Audio Functional stability

Time to Launch App

Video Bitrate

Mutes event

Error encountered
in joining meeting

Time to Join Meeting

Blur

Mutes time

Error encountered
in launching app

Time to send message Sharpness

Signal to Noise ratio

Battery drain

To send 5 MB file

Blockiness

Audio bitrate

Memory usage

Time to download 5
Mb file

Freeze time index

CPU usage

Freeze event index

Figure 19 – Illustration only, additional factors may exist

Pink: considered in this analysis

We have put special emphasis on Video metrics to benchmark the conferencing apps because from our
research it was evident that the video quality is very sensitive to varying network conditions and impacts
the overall user perception the most. Within video metrics, blockiness, Video bitrate and frame freezes are
the most relevant metrics which impact conferencing experience in an app. We have used different Deep
Neural Network (DNN) models to detect frame’s high-definition, blur, blockiness, and sharpness score. Some
features used are edge point, spatial blur, average gradient and freeze to measure the right video conferencing
experience.
All these metrics were measured through our industry-first Connected Experience platform that uses completely
non-intrusive methods to measure the user experience. Tests were performed on low-end and high-end
smartphones connected to real telco networks. Our ML platform analyzes automation, OS, and network logs,
along with video stream analysis to derive these KPIs and maintain an accuracy of <50ms!
Test setup: The conference was hosted from a desktop connected to a stable wired connection (A-end) while
the app experience measurements were done on smartphones joining the conference using a mobile network
(B-end)
For this study, we measured the user experience of 6 video conferencing tools.
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Insights
#1 VC App 1 emerged as the best performing Conferencing app
According to our data, VC App 1 has the best AQI accounting for both responsiveness and conferencing
experience indices, especially for responsiveness index, which comprises of KPIs like time to launch the app
or join a meeting. VC App 1, consistently performs 30-40% better than its peers.
However, from figure 20 it is clear that VC App 1 is not the leader in conferencing quality. VC App 1 is the third
best in overall perceptual video quality lagging behind VC App 2 and VC App 3. After joining the meeting,
user experience is impacted by KPIs like bitrate of the incoming video stream, perceptual quality metrics like
blockiness, blur etc, aggregated into the conferencing experience index. VC App 1 performs the best in terms
of video blur and video blockiness but is the third best when it comes to time in HD(%) and video sharpness
(%) after VC App 2 and VC App 3.

Figure 20 – Responsiveness vs Conferencing Experience
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Figure 21 – Time to launch VC Apps

Figure 22 – Time to join a meeting in VC Apps
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Figure 23 – Percentage of time spent in High Definition

Figure 24 – Video blurring percentage
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Figure 25 – Video Sharpness percentage

Figure 26 – Video Blockiness percentage
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Two primary technical reasons which
determines the quality of experience for
conferencing apps are
1. Protocols used for
communication
2. Location of the conference
backend
Conferencing apps use UDP or a TCP
based stack for communication. UDP
based apps are designed for superior
performance in good networks; however
in poorer networks with a high amount of
packet loss, TCP based tech stack are
better equipped to deal with network
losses. Hence we see conferencing
experience of UDP based apps are
better in good networks but TCP apps
catch-up in poor networks. Some
apps, like VC App 1 have innovated in
developing customer UDP protocol to combine benefits of UDP streaming with TCP error handling techniques.
TCP vs UDP apps average for AQI, Conferencing Experience index:

Figure 27 – Distribution: AQI and Conferencing experience for UDP protocol apps
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Figure 27 – Distribution: AQI and Conferencing experience for TCP protocol apps

UDP: VC App 1, VC App 2, VC App 6
TCP: VC App 3, VC App 4, VC App 5
The second reason which determines the quality of user experience is the availability of dispersed backend
infrastructure made available by the conferencing service provider. In our analysis, which includes doing
a Deep Packet Inspection at the device, we found VC App 1 to be the only app which was serving the
conference video stream from a server local to where the test is being done (India). VC App 5 also hosted its
conference from India (through recent partnership with a large Indian Telco) but some of its services were still
hosted out of US.
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App

Most active web-server (bytes
exchanged)

Server IP

Location

VC App 1

xxxx.xxxxapis.com

172.xx.xx.xx

Mum, India

VC App 1

xxxx.xxxxapis.com

142.xx.xx.xx

Mum, India

VC App 1

xxxx.xxxxapis.com

216.xx.xx.xx

Mum, India

VC App 2

mobile.xxxx.xxxx.microsoft.com

52.xx.xx.xx

Iowa, US

VC App 2

api.xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.com

52.xx.xx.xx

HK, HK

VC App 2

xxxx.xxxx.com

52.xx.xx.xx

Washington, US

VC App 5

turns-xxxx.xxxx.vc

15.xx.xx.xx

Mum, India

VC App 5

xxxx.xxxx.xxxxx.vc

15.xx.xx.xx

Mum, India

VC App 5

xxxx-xxxx.xxxx.com

54.xx.xx.xx

Oregon, US

VC App 5

api.xxxx.com

199.xx.xx.xx

California, US

VC App 6

xxxx.cloud.xxxx.xxxx

52.49.250.27

Dublin, EU

VC App 6

xxxx.xxxx.xxxx

3.235.69.49

Virginia, US

VC App 4

mcsxxxx.xxxx.xxxx.com

173.199.15.204

Nevada, US

VC App 4

xxxx.servers.xxxx.com

52.34.147.171

Oregon, US

VC App 3

eaxxxx.xxxx.com

210.4.194.65

California, US

VC App 3

meexxxx.xxxx.com

114.29.213.193

Singapore

VC App 3

wxxxx.xxxxx.com

13.59.223.58

Ohio, US

Note: IP location information from https://ipinfo.io/

#2 VC App 2 exhibited a consistent performance and the best conferencing experience in
various network conditions and hence it is suitable for use cases such as Telemedicine and
EdTech
Two industry segments which are rapidly adopting video conferencing in the delivery of their services are
Healthcare and Education. In terms of what they need from the conferencing solution providers, there are
similarities in the two use cases:
1. Consistent performance, optimized for all network conditions: this is important since during remote
learning or remote medical diagnosis, the student or patient is often in poor network condition. Hence
conference service provider which shows the least variation in quality is an obvious choice.
2. Superior video and audio experience during the conference.
In both the respects we found VC App 2 to be the a better performing app, as it had the best average video
quality and least amount of variation in video quality amongst all apps.
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Conferencing experience in different network conditions:
Apps in order on x-axis: VC App 5, VC App 1, VC App 4, VC App 2, VC App 3, VC App 6

Figure 29 – Matrix of Speeds vs AQI

Network condition definition:
Good network = Download and Upload speeds > 8 Mbps; Poor network = download and upload speeds < 1.5
Mbps. Poor network latency > 40ms]

Figure 30 – Variations in Conferencing Experience across Apps
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One reason that affects the consistency and superiority of video quality is the nature of network calls to the
server. We found the calls to be very different for each apps, and for the same app in different network
conditions. Below is a comparison of network waterfall (web-service call timing diagram) during an active
video conference for VC App 6 vs VC App 2. The network condition in both cases were poor. VC App 6 was
seen to have a flaky connection with its backend because of which it was opening multiple streams for the
same server with minimum data exchange. Whereas apps such as VC App 2 have invested in a mature
API architecture for a more stable data streaming from its backend, leading to an optimized conferencing
experience even in poor networks.
VC App 2

ESNIs

ESNIs

VC App 6
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#3 Consistency in network speeds and not peak throughput is key for a great video conferencing
experience
We analyzed the behavior of the top video OTT and video conferencing apps. In the case of video OTT apps,
there is a huge spike for initial buffering followed by smaller spikes indicating the need for a very high “peak
throughput”. However, in the case of video conferencing apps, the spikes are moderate and show a constant
data exchange throughout the call.
OTT App 7:

OTT App 4

The above two graphs illustrate the number of data packet headers exchanged during video streaming of
a Video on Demand stream. The app is either designed to download a large buffer at the start (OTT App
7 examples) or downloads an adaptive bitrate segment every 5-6 secs during video stream (OTT App 3
example). In either case the requirement from the network is to support data bursts and does not require
constant speeds as such.
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Below are examples of two conferencing apps, illustrating nature of data exchange during an active call:
VC App 3:

VC App 5:

In both the examples above we see that there is a large packet exchange happening while joining the meeting.
Thereafter there is a constant exchange of data packets. Unlike a video streaming app, in a conferencing app
there is no concept of buffer, hence the app requires the network to deliver a constant speed to deliver good
user experience during a video conference.
In the case of video OTT apps, a minimum operating threshold of 14 Mbps download throughput is required
because of the initial buffering requirement. But in the case of video conferencing apps, 6 Mbps is good
enough but it has to be consistent. Interestingly, video OTT apps require a higher MOT to ensure a seamless
experience when compared to video conferencing apps.
Because of the differences in the behavior of use cases, such studies should aid Telcos in implementing
network slicing effectively so that it creates superior user experience in its network for all use cases.
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Conclusion
The increasing use of video conferencing apps that we have seen during and post Covid-19 is likely to be
sustained in the future. Based on the experience they want their employees to enjoy, enterprises need to make
conscious choices of which VC apps do they want to use.
Apps in the healthcare and education technology space need to constantly monitor the performance of
the video conferencing tools to ensure that they deliver the best experience possible. Similarly telecom
operators need to monitor the performance of the VC apps and ensure they design networks that deliver the
best experience.
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